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Introduction

History of Public School Music

X A1

Its Introduction Into The Sohool
System of Anerlca

Every institution of American civilisation say be traced baek to a source
which will eventually point out the influence of Europe upon its beginning.
the early life of Africa the most powerful organisation of society was
church, and we find the beginning of Jtejerican music, like many

In

the

other things,

taking place in a religious environment.
/

The first anisic to be published in this country was the "Bay Psalm Book" ,
which appeared in 1640.

Although this was only a metrical

arrange ent of the

psalms, it shows that there existed a desire for music in the early seventeenth
century. The music to these psalms was edited in 1690, and the influence of this
book was widely fait. It slowly, but surely, instilled in the early Americans a
desire t* sing by "rule and aofb which simply meant singing by note.
Up to the close of the seventeenth century, music in America had

lived

only in the church and its activities, but in the early part of the eighteenth
century there was fostered in some colonies, especially in the South, a fine
type of secular as well as religious music. As early as 1732 we find mention of
a public concert, and, in 1702, the oldest musical society of America was orga
nized. This was the Cecilia Society of Charleston, and, in giving performances
after the European style and with foreign music, it appealed only to the aris
tocratic minority.
hike other phases of education up to this time, in the South music was not
regarded as a thing for the masses. We are indebted to Francis Hopkinson,

an

American who first composed American music, for a movement which was the first

direct step toward the inV-o iuction of music into the schools of America.

It

was his music which acted as an impetus for a strictly American institution, "The
hinging School* .
!2his movement begun as a crude choir school, where singing was

taught by

* rule and art* . But it was soon adopted to the currents of social and political
feeling. Such schools, though conducted for only short periods, laid the founda
tion for nu3ioal culture and appreciation, the full strength of which

was

not

felt until the next period.
Up to 1800, most of the music of America was of the strictly Surppean style.
European artists had appeared before audiences of those few who had been trained
in the formal schools here or abroad. 2here gradually arose a desire for a type
of music in which all people could take part. So an active group of people follow
ed the period of the revolution and paved the way for bettor trained musicians
whose culture, attitudes, and methods wbuld later be greatly inspired and direct
ed by Lowell Mason. From this point on, we find his great personality leading the
movement for public school music education as u para of our 3ohool systa...
In 1887, Lowell Mason had won much renown as the leader of a choir in Savanah, Georgia. In the same year he was called from Georgia by the Handel and Haydn
Music Society of Boston to conduct their organisation along with three church choirs,.
He became , great power in Boston whereovar au3ic wa3 recognised, and in 1833 he
helped to establish the Boston Academy of Music for the purpose of stiiailating
public interest in a general music education. It was through this organisation that

Mason was able to succeed in entering in Boston oity schools and introducing his
plan for jausic in public education. Together with W. 0. Vtoodbridge, bowall Mason
began his work in the public schools of Boston in 1837. It was not an easy matter
to get musio into the schools as a regular branch of study. The following are the
arguments in part used by the Boston Academy of Music for the institution of music
courses in the public school curricula in 1838 j
1. Intellectual Villus
tt;iusic

had its place among the seven liberal arts which scholastic

ages regarded as pertaining to humanity, Arithmatic, Astronomy, Geometry,
and Music

these formed the quadrivium, Memory, comparison, attention,

intellectual faculties, —— all of theso are quickened by a study of its
principles. It may be made to some extent a mental discipline. "
8. Moral Value
"Happiness, contentment, cheerfulness, tranquillity, — these are the
natural effects of music.

B

3. Physical Value
Vocal music

must expand the chest and thereby strengthen the

lungs and vital organs. Judging by this triple standard, intellectually,
morally, and physically, vocal music soone to have a natural place in
every aystem of instruction which aspires to develop man's whole nature."

IB Birge, Edward Bailey - History of Public Sqhool Music in The United States, r 41

2
In 1838, music became a regular baanch of study in the Boston school system
and by 1860 in had been tried after a fashion in most of the larger cities.

2 Elson, Louis C.- Ihe History of American Music
3. Mohave®, H. B.~ Normal Music Method

p 3

pp 78-79

3

It3 Primary Aiiaa And Underlying
Principles

bowel! Mason studied in &irope for a year preoceding his entrance into the
public schools of Boston, and there he viewed especially the method of Pestalozzi
who had done much for the teaching of music. Woodbridgef who was to assist Mason
in the Boston schools, had also studied abroad under I'estaloszi, so it was not
surprising that by these two men the Pestalozzian idea of music was brought to
Amerioa and made one of the features of neneteenth and twentieth century sxusio
education.
The Vestalozzian aims and principles® which appealed to these men follow:
1. "To teach sounds before signs

to teach the child to sing before he

learns the written notes or their names."
8. "To lead him to observe, by hearing and imitating sounds, their resemblances
and differences, their agreeable and disagreeable effect, instead of
explaining these things to him; in short, to make his active instead
of passive in learning."
3.

Xn teaching but one thing at a time —— rhythm, melody, expression are
taught and practioed separately before the child ia called to the dif
ficult task of attending to all at once."

4. "In making then practice each step of each of these divisions, untill they
are masters of it, before passing to the next."
&•

Ih® giving of the principles and theory after practice, and as an induction

4 Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians Ofcjerioan Supplement) p 333
5, The American History and Encyclopedia of Music (American Music) Vol. 8, p 19-80

from it.*
6. "'-Che analyzing and jr&otioing of the elements of articulatigppirid in order
apply them to Eusie.*
7, *i$pther peculiarity, which is not. however, essential to the system,

is that the names of the notes correspond to those employed in instru
mental music, and are derived from the letters, with variations for
flats and sharps — a methos whose utility is questioned by some, but
which is deemed very important by others.*
It i3 also important to survey the fundamental elements incorpoafcted in the
Academy of Music which was to furnish the basis for such a stupendous undertaking
as putting music into the schools on } estaloazian principles, 'fhe

first

annual

report of the organization listed, amen?: its purposes and plans the following®!
1. * To establish schools of vocal music for juvenile classes.
2. *To establish similar schools for adult Glasses*
3. "To form a class for instruction in the methods of teaching mu3io, which
may be composed of teaohers, parents, and all other persons desiring
to qualify themselves for teaching vocal music.
4. *To form an association of choristers and leading members of choirs, for
the purpose of imporvanient, in conducting and performing sacred music
in churches.
5. *To establish a course of popular lectures on the nature and object of

3 Ibed

ohurch music and style of composition and execution appropriate to it,
with exeprimental illustrations by the p erfomance of a selected choir.
These lectures might be extended to a great variety of subjects, such
as style of sacred poetry, the adaptation of music, the prevailing de
fects on this subject and the means of remedying them.
0, "To establish a course of scientific lectures, as soon as circunstances
shall permit, for teachers, choristers, and others desirous of under
standing the science of music.
7. "To establish exhibitions or ooncerts
(l) of juvenile and adult classes to show the results of instruction,
(B) ofl select performers as specimens of the best style in the perfor
mance of ordinary churoh music,
(3) of large numbers oolleoted semi-annually or annually, for the per
formance of social, moral, and saored music of a similar kind.
8. "To introduce vocal music into schools, by the aid of suoh teachers as the
Academy may be able to employ, each of whom shall instruct classes alter
nately in a number of schools.
0. "To publish circulars and essays, either in newspapers and periodicals
or in the form of tracts and books for instruction, adapted to the
purposes of the Academy.*

I B The Meaning Of Public Sohool Music

18 1

A3 Conceived By The Average
Hon-i®i«loal person

For years, "the average non-musiGal person has considered all music ability or
aptitude as a gift of the Gods and has secretly lamented his lack of this gift. This
idea even reached to their conception of public school music, and they saw in such
a course only a waste of time, it was a general idea that nusic could only be taught
by an individualistic method. A private teacher and private lessons were considered
as the only sure ways of learning the most difficult of arts — music.
But with the passing of tine and the general elevation of the average person,
the former jjdea of music changed, and the everage non-musical person of today hold3
a tolerant attitude toward music in the public schools. A great nany still contend
that it is a useless and unnecessary e:q.iense, but there are those who 3ee some few
benefits in such an activity.
The phase of public school music which appeals to them moat is the singing
activity. They can easily sea and note the progress of the children when learning
a number of songs, and it is only human to feel a touch of pride when these children
appear before them either in groups or individually. They seldom realize the proceedure and methods which are necessary in order to bring such appearances and per
formances before the commnity in a worthy manner. Thoy receive these programs rather
warmly, not knowing that they are only a 3r.iall detail or 4ten in the complete prograin undertaken by the teachers of public school music.
As in other fields, the schools often foster a music program in spite of
a non-musical community, rather than with their help. The great problem in cases

such aa these ia to present to suoh a community music of a type and quanity that
will bring them to the realization that their children are profiting by their
musical expriences. Iflhen this idea has permeated the community, it will be noted
that their attitude toward music will have changed.

I B S As donceived B y Musicians Arjd
Students of Music

As the Knowledge of and ability for music has become more general, the attitude
toward Mums in the school system has become more broad, more understanding, more
considerate, more friendly, and more true. Specially is this true in the case of
music students and professional musicians, whose concept of public school music
approaches its real meaning more closely than that of any other group outside the
school system, .caving obtained for themselves an

appreciation and Knowledge of

music, these music students and professional musicians realise the extent of the aims
and purposes of school msic, its usefulness in building a better type of indivi
dual, and its powers of broadening our children especially in activities which they
must snare with other children.
2o them has come the realisation of the objectives which teachers of music
must ks^ i

view

"the awakening of musical appreciation, the development of

musical intelligence aud feeling, anl the cultivation of technical s k i l l s " T h e y
plainly see the recreational and cultural values of music and realize that these
two values alone are worthy purposes for any branch of educational activity.
Thxa sympathetic and undemanding group of people are the first in a commuai%'-to rally to any new program undertaken by the school system

in

the interest of

its music. It is to this group that the school system looks for the support and

^

J

J

appreciation of its musical curriculum. The teachers of public school music will

I

find a much warmer place for ther in this particular group, and the relationship

J

existing between this group and the branch of education which fosters music is

strong and lasting.
As the ranks of the music students and professional musicians grow, the ap
preciation and understanding of school rrusio will increase among the general publio.
The real p rposes and aisas of school iausio will be absorbed and accepted and the
promoters of school iausio will be praised for their work rather than forced to
defend it.

6 Mursell, Jraaes L.~ Principles of liusio&l ;3ducation

p 9 (Foreword)

I B 3 As Conceived By The School System

I

fo correctly intea} ,ret the conception of public school music as held by the
school systems it is first necessary to correct a general impression of public
school l&isio which is in no way true. Contra-y to the thought of many, public school
music does not pretend nor has it ever pretended to send out into the world men and
women, equipped by virtue of their school music study, to pursue the teaching or
V

performance of music as a means of livelihood, they do more,"for they produce men
and worien equipped with a love for the highest of arts and with a desire for and
means of further culture and wise employment of their leisure^
4

Public school music has sever attempted to enter the field occupied by the
private teacher and it may never do so. The most important phase of private teach
ing ie the oontaot made with individuals, while the school 4ie$s$$^.its branohes
%•

reaches the masses and, by means of extensive work, raises the general standard
of living and thinking. The work of the individual teachers who give private les
sons is intensive, and a true relation may be found between it and the work of the
school, but tine two do not conflict.
The meanings of public school music aa given by the schools vary almost as
much as those held by people outside the school. As conceived by the schools,
school nusic is a clean emotional outlet, a means of self-expression and inspira
tion for the individual — a means o "* esthetic development, a balance to the pure
ly intellectual and practical training — a neans of developing teara-play, coorpe-

7 Krull, Lorle- *Ap Interpretation of Musicto the Public" U.A.A. Proceedings
Vol. So, pp 800-600, 19^6

ration, mutual raspsot and helpfulness, so fundamental in a democracy
agency, cheating good will and community spirit for the schools

a social

one of the best

channels for bringing the schools to the public and into the hama-— fefes&sdunsurpassed as a publicity feature. This is school music, and because this is public
school music, no modern school system should think of oraraitling it from its curri
culum.

Alias .Ji4 Objectives Off i'ublio School

Music A&, The Present

The aims an:?. objectives of public sctiool nusic Bay be tbayfiht of as

he goals

possibly attainable at certain indicated points of time or ultimately attainable at
the end of the whole music curriculum. Music may be of a psychological value to the
student, and such objectives may he best aoheived by giving all pupils prognosis tests
in music which will allow for guiding than through adaptive methods and wisely choosen
subject; matter into an intelligent appreciation of those types of music regarded by
our beat musicians as worthy of appreciation. Such value means that the individual
has a means of personal happiness from listening, from performing, or both, kusic
may also ba of sociological value, arid this may be aoheived by holding out before
the students the several social activities t&feBhgh which the children may in music
be of service to their feilAwman.
After a survey of forty state courses of study, five county courses of study,
and twenty five city courses of study found in sehool systems in this country, Clara
Josephine Mo auley,Supervisor of Music in the city schools of Rnoxville, Tennessee,
listed and enumerated the aims, objectives, and values as found in the courses of
study. Fran this enumeration, she has given a statement of proposed objectives and
aims for courses of study in publio school music. This list follows.
t

Proposed Objectives in The stpdy Of Public School Music7
1. Appreciatory
a. To develop a love for and appreciation of the best in muaio

7 iicOauley, Q,ara J.- A professionalized S\udy of Publio School Music

p 262-266

b. To provide for directed emotional training and expression
M
%

0. To develop) a desire and some ability to play musical instruments
d. To develop ability to listen tmderstandingly
e. To give pleasure through music
f. To stimulate idealism
g. To cultivate artistic interpretation
h. To develop appreciation of good tone quality
1. To give the child an experience of beaut
j. To develop fineness of feeling
k. To cultivate discriminative judgement in music
' \

1. To estheticize life through music
2. Practical, as to music
a. To teach correct use of the voice
b. To develop skill in sight singing
0. To develop a feeling of rhythm
d. To develop interest in musical instruments
e. To acquaint with musical forms
f. To give ear-training
g. To develop ability to react to new music at sight
h. To develop ability to know by sight what they know by Bound
1, TA give eye-training

3. Practical, as to service
a. To enable pupils to participate in group activities
b. To function in later life of the citizen
c. To function in the present life of the child
d. To provide music for special occasions
e. To render altruistic service
f. To make possible better musio in hones
g. To add in better social life
h. To develop a better social spirit
i. To develop a discriminative choice ox" good music for the radio and
phonograph
4. Qultural
a. To develop the singing and speaking voice
b. To acquaint with a wide range of musical itattrials
c. To build a large repertoire of beautiful songs
d. To acquaint with music masters and masterpieces
e. To provide foundation for later study
f. To inspire the talented pupils to continue their study in music
3, Avocational
a. To train to spend well one's leisure time or to train the mass of
ohildren to be coastunera of the best music
6. Qifferential

a. To differentiate in course of study Materials and in methods of
teaching in order to adapt the instruction to the $ehree of mu
sical talent, as revealed by prognosis testa, and in musical
accomplishment^ as rearealed by acheivesent tests
b. To minister to talented children
c. To encourage creative ability
d. To provide properly for the changing voice
e. To provide in other ways for individual differences
Teminal objectives
a. Individual expression
b. Better society
c. Better spiritual life
d. Better schools
e. Improved character
f. VJholesome attitudes
g. Physical improvement
h. Spirit of cooperation
i. Better citizenship)
j. Better life
-k. Happier detiocraoy
1. Universal language

Jiirvey Of Public School Music Courses Offered In
Hie Colored High Schools Of Houston

II A Facilities Aq<i Equipment For The Study Of
Publie School Music

II A 1

Faculty 'iaintainod By The
School 3yateia

In o-der to more oo•'reotly survey the teaching of any branch of educatJS^, *1>
is neoessarjr to first consider the faculty maintained by that school to conduct th
classes included under that branch of education. In the Colored High schools oi AOUSton, Texas, ail teachers are of the ..agro race, and these teachers are maintained by
the school system of Houston. The supervisors of the school system are all of the
white ruae, and E. S. Oberiioltzer, 3|$>erintendant of the City Schools, is direotly
engaged in the selection of these teachers.
For the teaching of music in the Colored High Schools, the school system main
tains a music supervisor who apportions his services between the Colored High Schools
of Houston. This superintendent is at present

Will Jones, who holds a permanent

special teacher's certificate. He was a student for three years kt the New England
Conservatory of Music, has been a student of 3, J. Long of Boston, and a student at
the University of Colorado. For five years he was professor in charge of music at
Wiley

allege arid later a private teacher of music in Houston. His experience in

music and the teaching of nusic has covered a span of thirty years.
At Jack Yates High School, the teacher in charge of music courses which are not
extra-curricula activities is Hazel E. Lewis who holds the degree of Bachelor of Arts
from <iley uollege. Ube music study covers four years of piano study at home, with
two years of musical study at < iley College. She has had experience in choir derecting, choir pfe&^iat, private teacher of music in Houston, and teacher of music in the
public schools.

A3i(»Phillis Wheatley High dchool, the teaoher in charge of music is Mattia E,
Overton, who holds the degree of Bachelor of iioienoe from prairie View State Oollege.
Bhe has also studied music at the University of Southern

^lifomia, and her experience

has been mostly in the field of fmblio sohool music,
^3 these are the two high sohools of Houston which I shall use in this study,
I am considering the faculty of no other sohool in Houston, iexas.

II A 2

Music Equipment Maintained By The
School System

It is very Important to survey the materials with which teachers must wor-k in
order to put over c.he program whioh they undertake and to insure the su~cessful reach
ing of the goals set fro their oourse. In the teaching of music, some BaterialW&ther
than the teacher and lier knowledge is necessary. In the Gqlored High Sohools of
Houston we find that this material is very limited, thereby giving the teachers of
nusio a handicap under which to work from the very beginning. The material for each
school to be used in the course of anisic found in t s curriculum consists of a piano,
a viotrola, records, music ohafcfc3, music book3, and the traditional blockboard. With
these materials, the teacher of music nust put over the entire program of music
undertaken by the school system for the Colored High Schools.

II A 3

Jouraes Offered By The School3

The course found in the curriculum of both jack Yates and phillis Wheatley
High Schools cones under one heading — l/Suaic .ippreciation. This is the only course
for which the student mat register, and this course ^ given each day for periods
of sixty minutes each. One con imagine the homogeneousness of each class when they
oonsider that the members of each music class may core from any one of the six grades
fron the sixth grade th-ough the eleventh. This gives the teacher the great problem
of differentiation in each class. 13,1 objectives or aims of the study of music
which the public schools of Houston deem worthy are to be acheived through this
one class in music

Music Appreciation. Band and orohestral activities are con

sidered as extra-curricula activities and do not coma under the supervision of the
teacher of nusio. But it is well known that both schools are wecognised for their
work in bands Ind orohestras and the success which they have both had in this
field. Oonsi lering the obstacles under which this work is done, the result is found
to be even more worthy of praise.

IX 3

1 ropooed Airas And Objectives AS Met By The
Colored High Schools Of Houston

.

Having given the proposed aims and objectives of public school music courses

and the music courses offered in Jack Yates and Phillis Iheatley High Schools with
the faculty and facilities under which these courses are given, it will be very
iaterestin - to go over these aims and objectives one by on® and see How the course
\

of music in the tlqfipred High Schools meets these airs and which of these aims it
fails to neat.

X. it'I'RKO^ATOHY AIMS
a. To develop a love for and appreciation of the best in music —
Primarily, this would be the first air. or objective in a course in music
appreciation as well as the main aim, To meet this aim, first the best ^.n music
is determined and examples of such music are brought before the students. This
music is discussed, and the qualities which it possesses and which make it the
best in music are picked for the class. By listening and learning to know what

\
to listen to and for in music, the student will eventually gain an arpyhciation
for this type of music. The love for the music is one of the teacher's greatest
problems, for this depends upon the nethos of presentation used by the teacher
and the way in which a student naturally approaches or is made to approach this
type of music. But we can safely say that the course in music appreciation
offered by the Oolored High Schools of Houston are neeting this aim.
b. To provide for directed emotional training
This is accomplished by the Colored High Schools by teaching the students

that music is a worthwhile moans of emotional and self expression. By learning
and association with a medium of emotional expression that is worth while, the
student will invariably to some degree be unconsciously trained and directed
in his emotional feeling and expression. His ideal - will become more elevated
and emotions more idealistic.
c. To develop a desire and some ability to play musical instnments
Pleasant association will almost always couse a fondness for that thing
associated with, and so as the child hears various instruments and learns them
as mediums of musical expression, he will gain a desire to know these instruments
better, and even to learn to play these instruments. This meets half of this
aim in creating a desire to play musical instruments, and the remainder of the
aim is aided to a certain extent. The ohild is given a foundation in the funda
mentals of nuaio whioh will make his task much easier when he begins to learn
to ] lay a musical instrument. Actual teaching of instrument technique does not
enter into a class in music appreciation, but the basis for such a study is
prepared In each ohild,
d. To develop an ability to listen understanding^
This ability is oreated in a class in music appreciation by teaching the
ohild how to listen and what to listen for. The details of nusio are discussed
and some idea as to the construction of musical forms is given so that the
child will see and hear more in music than the pleasure given by th

grouping of tones
e. To give pleasure through ex.sic
This is rather and ultimate aim of music courses, for the foundation for
obtaining pleasure from the better class of music must be carefully laid. But
an intelligent appreciation of music and a knowledge of the better class

of

music will .-surely offer an opportunity for obtaining real pleasure in hearing
and producing this type of music,
f. To stimulate idealism
Certainly the subjects used in the better class of music are idealistic,
and again the theory of association oomea into play. Students will absorb the
idealism itabodied in the best of music and it will gradually grow in then and
become a part of then,
g. To cultivate artistic interpretation
Interpretation of songs is used more than any other fo-ro of music in a
class in music appreciation. This is an activity in which nil the students may
participate, and learn the art of true irterpretation.
h. To develop appreciation of good tone quality
The students ure taught to recognize good tone quality and t.hoy first learn
A
•
to produce good tone quality by imitation. Soon they will be able to make
their own tones which will be such qualit' as to merit praise.
i. To give the child an expedience of beauty

The nr:j o? music is in the midst of a creation of beauty. Its very soul is
beauty, and the experience which the child hue in the realm of good music will
instill in him an appreciation for the beauty of sound and ideas,
j. To develop fineness of feelin * Agqin comes the theory of association, for the child ean not experience the
fineness of feeling in both sad and happy music, or music in any other mood,
withour absorbing some of that fineness of feeling which will be a part of
every emotion and feeling,
k. To cultivate discriminative judgement in music The child is taught to appreciate and know the best in music, and then he
\

is given the desire to hear or perform this type of music. He in given a
judgement whioh will be used by him in accepting the best in music.
1. To estheticise life through music The child is taught the fineness of every mood expressed in music, and he
is taught to ap] reciate the thing in life which iu»y be associated with this
fineness of musio. His life is made more ideal and happy by giving him a
medium of pleasure, Belf-express!on, emotional expression, and beauty.
As^a whole, this group of sppreoiatory aims are ultimate objectives of music, but
a very important part of music courses. They are beginning to be met bjr the eourse
in music appreciation offered by the Colored HighSoty>ols of Houston.

8, PRACTICAL AIMS, as to music

To teach oorreot use of the voice 'ilia ahild-en aro taught to a* predate tones of good quality and V ey are
taught to produce 3uch tones with their voices. By group and individual singing
each child is taught to use his individual voice in the toost correct manner.
Under this coiaes the theory that "only hv singing can we learn to sing* .
To develop skill in eight singing The children are taught to recognize groups of tones from the written nusio
and to re..ognice differences and degrees of differences in printed notes.
To develop a feeling of rhythm Different rhythmic problems and patterns in various rhythms are introduced
and explained to the students. This study is purely technical at first and the
various combinations of note values are studied with learned songs as examples.
It is an ultimate aim to have the students recognise a rhythm or rhythmic pat
tern from sight or when hearing it.
To develop interest in musical instruments Association and familiarity with the various instruments in both bands and
orchestras will develop and. create and interest in these instruments which will
l^^the child to a desire for the study of instruments. Various instruments are
heard by the class through the victrola, radio, and concerts.
To acquaint with musical forms Various compositions of the better type of music are presented to the class and

heard by thai as u prilininary to the study of the foist of these compositions.

('
Then the nusio is shown to the class and taken step by step through its con~
struotion to illustrate the form. Various compositions of the same forms are
used in order to give the students a variety of the different forms.
f. To giv9 oar training This is nothing nore than the ability to distinguish differences in tone
by using the ear. Comparatively easy groups of tones are used at the beginning
to te aii the students to hear the pitch of a tone in comparison with other
tones, These groups are gradually increased untill the students are able to
detect slight variations in a melody which they are acquainted with <JW$fttve
heard.
g. To develop ability to react to new music at sight The technical knowledge of musical fundamentals will create and develop
this ability. The students should ultimately learn to react almost immediate
ly to new music in at least knowing the rhythm, the kew in which it is writt
some idea as to the rhythmic patterns used, and some idea as to the inter
pretation which should be used and which is Indicated by symbols.
h. To develop ability to know by sight what they know by sound
This is a form of sight singing or sight reading. The students are taught
to associate groups of tones as they sound with their appearance on the staff.
i. To give eye training -

This is a combined objective of both sight singing and sight reading. An
ability to know or at least hare some idea as to the sound of a group of
tones when ...hey are seen on the staff is its purpose. Also under this cones
the ability to know by sight the fundamentals of music, such as key signatures
note values, rest values, etc.
When this group of aims and objectives are thought of as one, it gives one an
idea of the practical knowledge of music which students of public school music are
to receive, it will be noticed that no mention is male of starting the ohild in
the study of some instrument, Hie general ain of this group is to plant and deve
lop in the child cer&ain fundamentals which will guide him later in study and be
of use to him in that study,

3. PRACTICAL ALiC, as to service -

a. To enable pupils to participate in group musical activities A„great deal of the time allotted to the study of public school music is
spent in preparing the ohild for participation in group musical activities.
The most common method is to have a singing group. There is always a place
for every normal child in a singing group, and in such a group the child
will be given the chance to appear in various places before various people.
b. To function in later life of the citizen A child who has been a member of a singing group from his early graded

through his eduoational life will find it a hard natter to keep from associat
es himself with some musical organization, it will always be a desirable

activity to hia, uui the the strength of the following statement is doubted
by few people!

at is very haru to t3aoh an old dog now tricks* ,

o. To function in the present life of the child

Children are even more gregarious than adults, and to give then and activity
which wixl uppou.l to the majority of then and in which there can be unlimited
numbers of participants is to open for ihara a channel of delight which few
will fail to follow.
d. To provide music for special occasions The songs learned by this singing group will be of such variety that they
will have the opportunity to sing for almost any type of program. Especially
interesting are the types of programs undertaken by the group.
e. To render altruistic service -

In group work there develops a feeling of inter-dependence. Self ia forgotter
and the interest of the entire group becomes paramount in the minds of the
participants. This is a sure way of killing egoism, and where egoiam is defeated and oast out a feeling of true altruism ia oreated and developed.

f. To make possible better music in hAraes The interests of the child in a home are usually one of the strongest forces
which guide the home atmosphere. If the children are given a knowledge of and

a desire for the better type of music, this ii.terset -rill gradually, but sure
ly, reaoh into his hfcae life,
g, T o aid in batter social life Tt» order to develop u batter social life we must teach those people who are
to live in tha some social circle the beat way of living together. Training a
generation of school children to participate in group activities under ideal
social circumstances will instill in these the basis for a better social life
in later years,
h. So develop a discriminative ohoice of good music for the radio and phonograph Iflien the desire for good music is developed ina child to the extent that
that desire will be a part of hin, it '.7111 naturally show itself in the type
of music the child listens to, no matter what the medium of expression,
Iraotioaliy ail of the aims in this group are met in both the schools of
houston, for each class in muaio appreciation is a singing group, and there is
a group of chosen singers who oosapose the glee clubs of each school, Hie singing
groups undertake annual productions such as operettas, radio broadcasting, and
public appearances throughout the city. This activity is one of the leading ones
in the schools and rivals any brieach of the curriculum in popularity among the
»

students.

CULTOHAL AIK3 a. To develop the singing and speaking voice By learning to know and appreciate tones of good quality, and developing
the ability to produce such tones, the singing and speaking voice will become
nor® pleasing and no-® fully developed.
b. To acqauint with a wide range of musical materials By association, th® child becones familiar with a nunber of songs, various
heavier oorap ositions, riany instruments, artists of note, and many other suoh
musical experieneeu, the acquaintance of which will be lasting,
o. To build a large repertoire of beautiful songs -

If the child begins in the lower grades to leran songs and gradUt£$%g..in
creases this number by learning nor®, by the time he will have finished hiB
high school course he will have a collection of 3ongs whioh would bo sur
prising, even to the child himself,
d. To acquaint with music masters and masterpieces This is accomplished bjr Studying the lives of composers and then their

compositions, or by presenting a standard composition to the class, and stu
dying the composer of each composition,
o. To provide foundation for later study The fundamentals of music whioh will be a great aid in later study and a
solid fondation on which to build the technique of special study is given to

the child,
f. To inspire talented Btudents to continue their study ox music
Usually a p eep into a field in which we

<?u?selves naturally gifted

will be enough inducement to go on with that study. oo in c.usio, the talented
students are given an idea of their own resources and opportunities for dove*"
lopnent in t at fiold,

5. A700aTIONHJ 11.13 a, To train to apend well one's leisure tine or to train the mass of children
to be consumers of the best in music '1MB is

swm/ to be the chief aim and objective of courses in

public school music, and surely it is a worthy one. The use one gives his
leisure will determine to a large degree the type of life he will live.
Thai the best type of rausic is worthy of all attention given it has been
/
*
accepted for years. 3Lf the majority of the children enrolled in music courses
are taught to spend their leisure time either in the hearing or performing
of the best in music, the courses will not have been taught in vain. In
order to accomplish thin aim, the children are kept constantly in touch with
the beat in music and in such a way as to create a desire for and love of
this type of music.

6. DXFF3RS IT.LUJ AIMS a, To differentiate in courses of study materials and in methods of teaching in
order to adapt the instruction to the degree of musioal talent, as re~
vealad by prognosis tests, and in musical accomplishment, as revealed
by acheivaiaant tests The lack of time and material, as well as the non-variety of courses, make
the accomplishment ofbthis aim almost impossible,
b. To minister to talented ohildren Those students who show natural talent and ability are given special work
in order to help hake the child conscious of his ability and to build and
develop this ability,
o. To encourage creative ability Again the non-variety of courses causes the failure to meet this aim. Only
in a class or course in harmony could natural ability in the oreation of music
be developed.
d. To provide properly for the changing voice The child*s voice is well known to teachers of school musio, and in no
way is the voioe mistreated. Bather than that, the ehild is taught to use his
*

voioe correctly, and the best possible care is given them.
e. To provide in other ways for individual differences The individual differences existing in eaoh class in known to the teacher

who, in ever possible way, eares for these differences. Naturally no set
rule for the care of individual differences can be given, for we find -lmost
as many individual differences as there are individual children in the class,

TBBMXNAL AIMS

Under this will come all the ultimate aims of a course in school music, and
these aims oan only be met according to the degree of success with whioh the
aims and objectives given above are aooos^lished. If the course does all for
the child that is given in the first six groups, we will find as a result of
that that the child will have individual expression, or at least a medium for
such; sooiety at large will be bettered; there will exist in sociaty a better
spiritual life; our schools will develop and become better; the average citi
zen will be improved in character; the attitude of men and women will be more
wholesome; there will be a notioeable improvement in the general physucal con
ditions; a spirit of cooperation will exist; the qualities of the average citi
zen will be improved; life itself will be fuller and more worth the livin -; our
democracy will be a happier one; and its citizens will possess a universal
language — the language of the best in music.
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Music Aohiovenent Test

I ' u r j o n e O f Tette

In order to disoover the extent to which certain fundamentals of music were
being taught to and learned by the students in the music appreciation courses at
Jack Yates and Phillis Wheatley High Schools of Houston, a music test was worked
out as a test of acheivamant and given to a class in eaoh school. This test was
divided into eight parts, each of which was to test some specific principle in the
field of music. In such u test only astual factual knowledge could be tested and the
aims and objectives of the musio oourses which were to cover the material to be test
ed are all found in the group under the general heading of "practical Aims, as to
music* , These ai&s and objectives are:
a. To develop a feeling of rhythm
b. To acquaint with musical forms
o. To give ear training
d. To develop ability to reaot to new music at sigjit
e. To develop ability to know by sight what they know by sound
f. To give eye training
This test was given to a class in each school. The two classeB were made up of
students in graded from the sixth to the eleventh. They were a mixed group as far
as musical ability is concerned, for there were some who had studied music outside
4

of the school and some who had had only the music studued in school.
The divisions which were in the complete test follow:

Test 1 Giving names of notes The principle of this test was to test the knowledge of the students
concerning the naming of the notes with the letters a, bf c, d, e, f, and
g. There were tqo staves with twelve notes on eaoh staff, the firBt was
the treble clef and the second was the bass clef.
Test 2 Giving names of key signatures fe this test the student was tested on his ability to quickly asso
ciate key signatures with key names. There were twelve key signatures
given, nine of which were of major Jfeys in both flats and sharps, and
the other three were of minor keys.
Teat 3 Giving values of notes and rests There was a group of four tones and four corresponding rests opposite
eac£ of which there were given the five types of notes or rests includ
ing whole, half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth. The student was to
underline the word which would correctly give the name of the note or
rest at the beginning of the line.
Test 4 Giving names and meanings of symbols This teat was arranged as test 3, except that there was a choice of
three words instead of fjtara. They were to underline the word whioh
would oorreotly give the meaning of such symbols as "piano" and "forte",
of whioh there were six given. Six more symbols were drawn on the test

which were 'to be indicated as bo meaning, telling if it was a flat
or a sharp or such.
Test 5 Fitch and memory ~
This test was divided into two distinot parts, the first of which was
to test the ability of the student to ran ember the sound of & group of
four tones. First thb tones wre played, immediately followed by a g-oup
whioh might be the sane, in which case the student was to write the
letter S in the specified space, or whioh might be slightly varied, in
whioh oase the letter D, indicating a difference, was to be used. The
seoond part of the test was to test the ability to hear a difference
in pitoh. A tone was played followed by another tone which might be the
same in pitoh, in ahioh case the letter S would be used, or which might
be higher, whioh was to be indicated by the letter H, or whioh might be
lower, to be indicated by the letter L,
Teat 6 Bhythmis Exercises This teat was to disoover the ability of the student to recognize
the meaning of time signatures and of notes or rests in the variuos
times. Eight measures were given, in each of which there was a certain
time signature, followed by a group of notes and rest which oould by
divided into two or three full measures according to the given time
signatures.

TWlfl^ii finning wall known melodies
<

In this test, the zaelodies of eight well known songs were copied,
with no indication of the name of the song. The students were to study
these melodies with the eyes alone, Shey were not to hum or sing or
whistle these melodies. In this way, they were to name the song, and
show that they had reoognissed it from sight.
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Results Of Teat

The calculated results of the test, giving the average score and percentage
each school in each test, the total score and percentage of each school, and the
combined score and percentage of the two school, are given below.

RESULTS OP MUtao j&axmaut TEST
TEST

POSSIBLE
SOORK

1

24

14.1

69jt

13.8

8

18

2.8

19

8.0

77

2.15

IS

3

8

3,9

49

8.0

28

2.96

37

i

12

8.4

70

6.5

54

7.48

62

a

so a .8.>3a,6
40 (J.Y.)

65

3D.1

76

8

8

PHILLI3 VlHSATLiar
MORE P280i«?4ai

2.0 2

3
• .8
8 <J,T.)

TOTAL
AT3RA0K 16.7 (P „W. )*9. "L8
16 (J. 7)

25
83

44.3J6

JACK TATSS
iiOQRE P EBftgNfMi*

b&j.

OdffilMED
800RE pEROEMfiftE

13,8

31.3

VIM

TO

8.03

25

2,025

25

2.8

_
31

X.85

27

9,8

43.4

9.48

42.3J6

* ihe differences in the possible score was causes by a shortage of time a d a
cutting of

eats 5 and 7 in order to finish as isuch

as possible i

of tine. The scores were mda on the basis of the parts taken.

the length

She most definite conclusion "to be drawn from the given naterial will be
that which will come fron the music achievement test which was given in each school.
She achievement of the students as far as the fundamentals were concerned has been
very definitely and accurately tested. Taking the test and results by divisions, we
find that in the first test the results stand third in the line of high peroentage
of correct an ewers. When one goes into the teat, another fact which will be di ocove
ed whioh i3 not shown in the recorded results, and that is the extreme high per
centage of correct answers in the problem covering the treble clef, and the extreme
low percentage of correct answers in the problem covering the bass clef. As a
whole we might conclude that this particular principle of nusic is being taught
with sons effectiveness. X am sure that the major part of the time spent on this
is devoted to the reading and learning of the treble clef, and I offer the follow
ing reason for this faott most of the material used for such study is written in the
treble clef, those students who are studying instruments other than the piano will,
in the majority of instances, be rather well acquainted with the treble clef and
not know the bass clef at all, all the songs which are used are written in the treble
clef, and , finally, it is traditional to teach or rather to learn the treble clef
first and much more thoroughly than the bass. So, in this test, the students showed
a decided weakness in reading notes in the bass clef, and so pulled down the peroent
age of correct answers for the complete division. As a remedy for this, X would
suggest that the treble and baas clefs be taught to the students at the same tine./

In this way they will learn both and will see the relation of the two. They will
be much nore prepared to raaot to new music with an associated relationship be
tween the twp clefs.
In the second test, the percentage of oorreot answers stand at the end of the

group in the oaae of both schools. This was really expected when the test was worked
out, and the failure of the students to react favorably to thia situation was not
surprising. This was -he test oonoemed with the naming of keys from given key
signatures. In the test the correct answers were only eighteen percent of the
possible score. Those parts of the test results which are not shown on the tabu
lation are the following*
a. Of the three minor key signatures not one was answered oorreotly
b. The students seemed mora familiar with the signatures in flats
rather than those in sharps.
o. Knowledge of key signatures of three or more sharps or flats is
very limited.
Seemingly the importance of key signatures has not been realized by either
the teachers or the students. Per years it has been a difficult ta3k to teach the
reading of key signatures to the average amateur musician. They easily learn to
notice the key signatures and play accordingly the necessary sharps or flats, but
to name the key by observing the key signature is almost next to the the inpossible. I suggest more concentrated drill on the problem in order to oorrest this
weakness.

In the third test, whioh was the nosing of note values and rest values, the
correct answers were forty nine percent of the possible score for Chillis Wheatley
and thirty seven percent for Jaok Yates, In both oases this was the third in the
list of percentages by divisions. In this test, it was discovered that the weakest
part of the test was the naming of re3t values, and the naming of note values was
done almost perfectly. This is a natural result, for it is true that in every in
strument the student eonas in contact mostly with notes and their values rather
than with rests. Even in a singing group, more attention is called to the notes
and their values because of the use of words than to the values of rests.
Prom the fourth test, the ability of the student to intrepret according to
musical symbols was tested. The reslut of this test was that the correct answers
were seventy persent of the possible score in Chillis Mieatley in which case it
also headed the list, and was sixty two percent in Jack Yates and came seconds in
the list. This showed that very effective work was being done with the problem of
interpretation. It iisa great problem to get the average singing group to use the
expression marks given ina composition. But from the result of the test, we find that
at both schools very good work is being done with this problem.
The fifth test was te determine the ability of the students to distinguish
pitch and remember tones. In this test, the correct answers were sixty five percent
of the possible score for Chillis TSheatley and came second in the list, and were
seventy five percent for Jack Yates to take the head of the list. It shows that

in both aohoola the students are getting very good training in pitch distinction.
They are getting this through the work of the class as a singing group, and they
are leauning by the best way

experience.

The sixth teat was in the principle of music which has been the weakest in
the average rrrusicien for years

rhythm. The feeling of rhythm is almost inbred

in all people, but the ability to transfer this natural feeling into rhythmic pat
terns with motes, rests, and their respective values has been a problem to every
teacher. The students can easily catoh the rhythm when it is given to them, but
to actually read the rhythm from a new piece of music is an aoooraplish of a very
few. The correct answers were twenty five percent of the possible score in the
case of both schools and was the fifth in the list of both. As a remedy for this
weakness, I would suggest more study of the value of the notes in group a and as
a part of a definite rhythmic pattern.
The last test was the naming of well known melodies from sight. This involved
a knowledge of rhythm and of pitch as given by the Btaff. The correct answers were
twenty three peroent of the possible score for Phillis 'Wheatley and twenty seven
percent for Jack Yates. For Phillis Wioatley it was sixth in the list, and for
Jack Yatos it was fifth. It showed some training in sight reading, but was compa
ratively poor when the faot is considered that the majority of work is done in
singing and the ftelodies
since their early years.

used in the test were those which the students have known

As a summary of the test, we find that the highest percentage was zaade in the
test on the nenss of symbols for phillis Wheatley and in the pitch and memory test
for Jack Yates; second place for I'hillis YJheatley was in pitch and memory and for
Jack Yates it was in the naming of symbols; thied place for both schools was in
naming notes in the treble and bass olefs; fourth plaoe for both schools was in
the test of note and rest values; fifth place for I'hillis Wheatley was in rhythmic
exercises and for Jack Yates in naming of melodies; sixth plaoe for I'hillis Itheatley was in naming of melodies and for Jack Yates in rhythmic exercises; seventh and
jlast plaoe for both schools was in naming key signatures.

4

From observation and study of the school rauaio offered and taught in the
Colored High Schools of Houston, we have found that the greatest fault is the lack
of variety in the course oontent and music curriculum. The major work is d6ne in
singing, and the knowledge or ability which results from that is only incidental.
ThiB is not a o -itioism of the teachers of music in the schools, but it is a critician of the school system which deprives its students of the many other advantages
of music in order to teach then to sing. Familiarity with the greatest of musicians
and their contribution to the music aorld is almost impossible in such a course. The
course is called tausic appreciation, but in reality in differs only slightly from
the pioneer music olass, "the Singing Sqfaool", for they both had as their aim the
teaching of singing by note. The time will cone when the music courses offered in
the high schools of Houston and in other sections throughout the country will con
tain such variety of courses, that the musically inclined student may take his major
high school work in the field of music and prepare himself to enter higher institu
tions of learning wail equipped with the foundation for the edifice of music which
he intends to build as his life's work and contribution to the world.
I can not close without commanding the music faculty of the Colored High
Sohools of Houston for the fine work they are doing in spite of difficulties. They
are going about the teaching of music in such a way that their students will re
ceive the maximum good from their oou{58»8. They ate giving a course in singing
and teaching the students the fundamentals in the various branches of music. They are

the one3 who are attesting to meet most of the proposed aims and objectives of
school music which hav.fi. been outlined. To then belongs the orsdit of the students
who leum anything more than a number of 3ongs. It is work of this kind that will
finally bring about a clear understanding of school music by the school system of
Houston and hake it possible for the Colored High Schools to vary their music
courses, and add to the curriculum such courses as harmony, fundamentals, and
f
appreciation and make curricula activities of their bands and orchestras.
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Data for the major portion of this study was gathered by actual survey of
the oircunstunced and existing conditions in the Colored High Schools of Houston. $
This survey was made personally and was conducted along the followinf liness
a. A personal letter from E, E. Oberholtser, Superintendent of City Schools
b. Persanal conversations with Principals of both schools.
o. Personal conversations with music faculty of both schools.
d. Personal observation of class room proceedure.
e. Personal experience in development of nusio achievement test, in adwinistra"
tion of test, and in scoring of test.

